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PCHS HOSTS SENIORS HEALTH MELA

Message
from the
CEO

The successful growth of PCHS is
a direct result of dedication and
commitment of our valued employees.
In validation of that devotion PCHS
takes immense pride in recognizing
their take of going beyond the call
of duty in serving the clients and
contributing as a vital link in the chain
of victory. Staff Appreciation Day2018 showcased a beautiful blend of
fun and fervor where the PCHS family
went beyond the official analogy and
discovered the hidden talent amongst
each other. As a CEO I have witnessed
a lots of change in the past 10 years
where we have nearly quadrupled
our team. We are a proud model of
diversity in framework of gender, age
and ethnicity which reinforces our
pledge to provide exceptional client
services.
Imperatively, what has remained

constant is our excellence, integrity
and efficiency. We live by our core
values: Our Mission and Vision. We
have expanded our presence across
Canada and look forward to establish
PCHS as a household name. PCHS
focus on client centered services and
takes equal pride in appreciating
the efforts of our employees. This
year’s employee appreciation day is
modest effort and a humble way to say
‘Thank You’ to our utmost cherished
employees as we look ahead towards
accelerating our growth and strength.
We promise to work as a team and
serve our clients by bringing a positive
change in their lives. We strive to
contribute in a progressive manner for
the community in which we work and
live. I am incredibly excited about this
journey with you as my employees and
I wish us all years of togetherness and
success.

Phone: 905-677-0889, Fax: 905-677-9141
www.pchs4u.com
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What is CBTCognitive
Behavioral
Therapy?
It is an approach where the therapist work with the
person to examine their thoughts feelings and behaviors
and how their thoughts might contribute to difficult
emotions. CBT works by helping someone realise that it
is not the situation that causes unpleasant feelings, but
the perception of the situation. By changing the way that
the person looks at the situation, one may change the way
they feel and how they act.
How does it work?
Are your thoughts helping you to sustain the level of
anger, anxiety, fear or sadness? CBT therapist can help
understand a person’s own irrational thinking.
The CBT therapist helps to:
• Challenge person’s irrational thoughts.
• Directly address the behavior contributing to the
problem e.g. social withdrawal.
• Help to change the core believes that are not beneficial
e.g. “I am worthless”.

Event
Test failed
Test failed

• Collaboratively examine the issues that the person is
struggling with.
• The counsellor and the client identified the goals
together
• Teaches strategies and skills
Who can benefit from CBT?
•bipolar disorder, anxiety disorder, panic disorder, OCD
- obsessive-compulsive disorder
•posttraumatic stress disorder
•schizophrenia and psychosis
•Substanceuse disorder.
Source of information: http://www.schizophrenia.on.ca/
Programs-and-Services/Cognitive-Behavioural-Therapyfor-Psychosis-Traini

Thought
I am worthless and
I can never pass
the test
I am smart but I
didn’t study for
the test. I can do
better next time.

Behaviour
Depression

No Depression
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Punjabi Community Health Services

Sahara Concurrent Disorders Support Group

Time

What is the SAHARA Concurrent Disorders Support Group?
• Provides education and support to individuals and
their caregivers to cope with challenges relating to
mental health, addictions and complex issues in their
daily life
• Fosters a supportive environment to reduce isolation
by making new friends and learning new skills
• Free of charge
• Groups are facilitated in Punjabi and Hindi
• Accepts referrals from individuals, agency workers,
doctors and other appropriate referral sources

How to make a referral?
To join the group or to make a referral, please call:
Sandeep Gill at 905-677-0889 ext. 305
To Fax referrals:
905-677-9141 or 905-790-0802
To email referrals:
Sandeepgill@pchs4u.com

Every Saturday
12:00-2:00 pm

Location:

50 Sunny Meadow Blvd.
Unit #108
Brampton, On
L6R 1X5

For more information:
905-677-0889 Ext. 305
Contact: Sandeep Gill

HEALTHY REFRESHMENTS
AND CHILD CARE ARE
PROVIDED

We acknowledge the financial support from
Reconnect Mental Health Services and Central West CD Network
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First MHFA
Training in
Scarborough
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PCHS SENIORS
HEALTH MELA
PCHS held Health Mela at Brampton
Soccer Centre on August 17th, 2018.
Community members from all age
groups attended the event which
focused on raising awareness on health
issue like Blood pressure and Diabetes.
Baldev Mutta, CEO, PCHS discussed
about South Asian perspective of health.
Speaking on the occasion he talked
about the delaying strategy towards
Cancer screening tests among South
Asian population and also talked about
the lifestyles and eating habits which
may not be very healthy for individuals.
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The discussions and presentations in the
Health Mela not only focused around
the physical health but also highlighted
the importance of Mental health and
well being of humans. Also the problem
of drugs and substance abuse among
the youth were discussed, special focus
was on the legalization of Marijuana
usage in Canada.
A special Yoga session was also
organized where the attendees were
benefited by the lesson by practicing
simple Yoga at the event.
Continued on page 7
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Geriatrics Program
PCHS Seniors Group tour of Crawford
Lake Conservation Area of Hilton

Brampton (Dr. S.S.Jhand) - Seniors Group
of Punjabi Community Health Services
(PCHS) conducted an important and quite
informative tour of the Crawford Lake
Conservation Area of Hilton on this Friday
on 24th August. The purpose of this tour was
to visit the 100 years old “Longman’s House”
of the Canadians living in this area about 600
years ago and to know about their life-style in
those tough weather conditions when there
was no facility of electricity, besides having a
glimpse of the deepest lake of Ontario which
is around 50 ft. deep. The tour was organized
by the officials of PCHS at 50 Sunny Meadow
Bullevard where the weekly meetings of
this Seniors Group are conducted at Room
No.108.
As per scheduled programme, all the
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members of Senior Group reached at about
9.30 PM in the parking in front of PCHS
Office where the School Bus was ready to
pick them up for this tour. The members
boarded the bus and in about half an hour
reached Halton Conservation Area. They
took their breakfast in the nearby Park
and had cups of hot tea brought from a
Tim Hortin by Mr. Mkva and Mrs. Sharen.
Then they left for their visit to the nearby
“Longman’s House” of Ancient Canadians
where they used to live around 600 years ago.
The Guide of Canadian Archives told the
members that this house built of bamboos
and birch of trees tied tightly with the tissues
of certain trees was 100 years old and here
the artifacts of those old times have been
kept which are about 600 years old. The
structure looked very simple from outside
but it was quite artistic from inside where
wooden benches were kept on the ground
alongside the walls and 2 to 3 Tier sleeping
seats were built at certain height along the
walls.
The Guide told the group members that those
ancient people used to lit fire in the middle of
the house to keep it warm in the chilly winter
season. A hole was kept in the roof to let the
smoke go out of the house. The common
articles like utensils and other artifacts were
put in a very systematic manner. Also, skins
of the hunted animals and their horns, etc
were displayed by hanging them along the
walls. The members were quite curious and
happy
to have a look at these artifacts. The other

Continued on page 9

part of this house was quite decorated with
the use of modern technology from inside
where the life-style of Canadian natives
‘Indians’ was depicted by paintings and other
modern means.
Therafter, the Guide took the Group
Members outside and made them sit in a
circle on the seats made of dry wooden stems
of the trees. She shared more information
about the life of ancient Canadians in
the tough weather coditions and also
demonstrated as to how they used to lit fire
with the help of two pieces of stones and
increase it with the dry leaves and bark of
the trease and they also used the cotton-like
matter taken out from the dry pods of certain
trees. This was quite interesting for all the
members.
Then it was time for the Lunch brought from
the homes and the same was shared by the
members with each other. After lunch, they
left for a walk towards Crawford Lake. On
the zig-zag way to Lake, they clicked pictures
with the animals and birds structures carved
and created so beautifully and artistically
on the stems of trees. Some of these animals
and birds included bear, hawk, crocodile,
butterfly, etc. They reached Crawford Lake

said to be the deepest among the Ontario
Lakes. On a display board in front of this
lake it was clearly written that it was 15
meters (49.2 ft.) deep. Here, again another
picture session took place in groups and also
individually. It was time then for the return
journey and all members went to board
the bus, At about 3.30 PM, the bus reached
PCHS office and every body got into their
cars to reach their homes.
Unlike other normal picnic tours, this
special tour was quite informative in order
to know about the life style of ancient
people of Canada known as ‘Indians’ or ‘Red
Indians’. The members of PCHS Seniors
Group are thankful to the organizers of
PCHS officials, Coordinators Mrs. Prem and
Mrs. Harjit Kaur and above all Mr. Mkwa
and Mrs. Sharon, the members of tribes of
‘Red Indians’, the Ancient Canadians who
encouraged the Seniors Group Members
for this wonderful tour. It is worthmentioning here that a tour of this Seniors
Group was taken to the local Heart Lake
Area Conservation Medicine Park where a
number of medicinal trees and plants have
been grown which were quite important in
the life-style of the aboriginal people
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PCHS EMPLOYEE
APPRECIATION
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RELIGION IS
STRUGGLING?
Supreme Court India’s verdict about decriminalizing
LGBT marriages has attested that we are in a strong
need to discard any type of ideology which does
not meet the collective consciousness of the society.
We now are a part of the civilisation where a man
can marry a man, a woman can have a woman as
a life partner! Religions laid foundation of cultural
values and norms hence have been playing the role
of societal guidebook for right or wrong. After the
Supreme Court lifted the colonial era ban on same
sex marriages, the stereotype is hereby challenged.
Section 377 of Indian Penal Code was repealed by a
five judge bench,according to which even a consensual
intercourse between same sex people could earlier
get life term and hence ended the legal battle of the
petitioners against the so called ‘course of nature’.
Hordes of people from the LGBT community gathered
on roads and celebrated the verdict by hugging
each other. The historic verdict thus is a reclusive
of the religious testament where any type of sexual
relationship between same gender is not acceptable.
Imagine world without pigeonholes and typecasts
where the new world order seems to be acknowledged

that the religious framework has been outgrown
by people and the domain is changing. Similar to
verdict of India’s Supreme Court was witnessed in
Ireland where the Irish electorate was voted by huge
majority in support of eliminating the debated eighth
amendment to the constitution that gave equal legal
status to the lives of an unborn child and the mother.
The decision hereby, outcast the conventional Roman
Catholic norms of not allowing an abortion under any
circumstances.
Here in both the cases, judiciary has embraced its
duties and responsibilities both towards the society as
well as the citizens who have equal rights of preaching
and practicing their legally valid will and desire. It is
also evident that change as a law of nature has been
greeted by the new era where religion and taboos
seem to have been rejected as they deem unfit for
the humanity at large. In such a situation religion
may loose its hold over the thought processes of the
law makers as well as the commoners. The world is
changing and the change is welcome!
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PCHS on

Building a Great Relationship with Your Child
(Punjabi)
Presentation by Baldev Mutta, CEO PCHS
SAHARA Men’s Group program is in existence since July 1995. It is a linguistically and culturally
appropriate psycho-educational 16 week group program for South Asian men. The group
addresses “substance abuse” and “violence behaviour” issues simultaneously. In addition, this
group works closely with women and other extended family members and provides holistic care
to the entire family. An interim report is provided upon request by the referral source and each
participant receives a completion certificate upon successful completion of the 16 week group
program
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PCHS Sahara Youth Group
• Are you a youth between ages 12 to 18 years old
• Bored at home and don’t know what to do?
• Want to learn positive skills through fun and creative games?

What you should bring
• Comfortable clothing (gym clothes)
• Comfortable shoes
• Most importantly, your fun and positive attitude!

Come join us for
fun, games & new friends

First Tuesday of every month at 6pm - 8pm
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